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prevents harm.2 However, benefits mentioned in the Islamic Divine Law are of three kinds: First: accredited
benefits (Masalih Mu'tabarah), which are regulated by The Lawgiver in the sense that a textual authority from
the divine law could be found to prove their validity.
ISLAMIC DIVINE LAW (SHARIâ€™AH) - Muslim philosophy
Saint Group PSO Language and Culture ISLAMIC LAW SHARIA AND FIQH Sharia (Arabic: Ø´Ø±ÙŠØ¹Ø©;
also SharÄ«'ah, Shari'a, Shariah or Syariah) is the Arabic word for Islamic law, also known as the Law of
Allah.Islam classically draws no distinction between religious, and secular life.
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For only in this 'way' do we receive a positive return from Allah within the Sharia of Allah (As we do is done
unto us) - For any negative abusive or controlling or punitive living 'Way' shows Allah that we walk the false
way, and under Allah's Sharia (Divine Law) we then suffer the same for sure.
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Sharia 1 Sharia SharÄ«Ê¿ah (Arabic: ïº”ï»Œï»³ïº®ïº·â€Ž Å¡arÄ«Ê¿ah, IPA: [ÊƒaËˆriË•Ê•a], "way" or "path") is
the code of conduct or religious law of Islam. Most Muslims believe Sharia is derived from two primary
sources of Islamic law: the precepts set forth in the Qur'an, and the example set by the Islamic Prophet
Muhammad in the Sunnah.
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ISLAMIC DIVINE LAW (SHARIâ€™AH) Structuring the Life of Man by Divine Law The Five Ruling Values
(The Five Ahkam) ïº”ïº´ï»¤ïº¨ï»Ÿïº• ï»¡ï»œïºŽïº£ï»·ïº• Mashhad Al-Allaf What is a Hukm (a legal rule)?
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Modern Muslim jurists often define Shariah as revealed or divine law in order to distinguish it from fiqh, the
juristsâ€™ law, which is jurists interpretation of Shariah, and qÄ•nÅ«n, which is state law.
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Sharia law and the death penalty: Would abolition of the death penalty be unfaithful to the message of Islam?
This publication was written by Michael Mumisa (University of
Sharia law and the death penalty - cdn.penalreform.org
Islam's Sharia law is cast from the words of Muhammad, called "hadith," his actions, called "sunnah," and the
Quran, which he dictated.The Sharia law itself cannot be altered but its interpretation, called "fiqh," by muftis
(Islamic jurists) is given some latitude.As a legal system, the Sharia law is exceptionally broad.
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SharÄ«Ê¿ah: SharÄ«Ê¿ah, the fundamental religious concept of Islam, namely its law, systematized during
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the 2nd and 3rd centuries of the Muslim era (8thâ€“9th centuries ce). Total and unqualified submission to the
will of Allah (God) is the fundamental tenet of Islam: Islamic law is therefore the expression of
SharÄ«Ê¿ah | Islamic law | Britannica.com
Sharia law is often taken to task by common law or civil law jurisdictions for the perceived cruelty and
gender-bias of its content. For example, this extract from a 2006 article published in the international law
review of Loyola Law School at Los Angeles:
Sharia Law Definition - Duhaime.org Law Dictionary and
Sharia (/ Êƒ É™ Ëˆ r iË• É™ /), Sharia law, or Islamic law (Arabic: Ø´Ø±ÙŠØ¹Ø© â€Ž [ÊƒaËˆriË•Ê•a]) is a
religious law forming part of the Islamic tradition. It is derived from the religious precepts of Islam, particularly
the Quran and the Hadith .
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